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The Regeneration of Consumer Movement
Solidarity

ANDREAS CHATZIDAKIS
PAULINE MACLARAN
ROHIT VARMAN

Consumer research has focused on the various resources and tactics that help
movements achieve a range of institutional and marketplace changes. Yet, little
attention has been paid to the persistence of movement solidarity, in particular its
regeneration, despite a range of threats to it. Our research unpacks mechanisms
that help consumer movement solidarity to overcome threats. Drawing on a 6-year
ethnographic study of consumer movements in Exarcheia, a neighborhood in cen-
tral Athens, Greece, we find that consumer movement solidarity persists despite a
cataclysmic economic crisis that undermines their prevalent ideology and the
emotional fatigue, that is, common in such movements. Three key mechanisms
serve to overcome these threats: performative staging of collectivism, temporal
tactics, and the emplacement of counter-sites. Overall, our study contributes to
consumer research by illuminating how threats to solidarity are overcome by spe-
cific internal mechanisms that enable the regeneration of consumer movement
solidarity.

Keywords: new social movements, consumer movements, solidarity, collective

consumer action, consumer activism

Consumer research shows that identifications, ideolo-
gies, and methods of protest are key explanatory fac-

tors in understanding how consumer movements achieve
their goals (e.g., Gollnhofer et al. 2019; Kozinets 2002;

Kozinets and Handelman 2004; Scaraboto and Fischer

2013; Thompson and Arsel 2004; Thompson and

Coskuner-Balli 2007; Weijo et al. 2018). Deployed art-

fully, such resources and tactics have been understood to

foster the success of movements, particularly as they en-

gage with a variety of marketplace and state actors across

different institutional fields (Handelman and Fischer

2018). Despite these advances, past studies do not explain

how consumer movements persist when their original ideo-

logical frameworks and emotional energy become threats

to their continuity. We contribute to this body of research

by examining how consumer movements regenerate soli-

darity, or reconfigure and reproduce commitment to collec-

tive consumer action, despite facing a range of threats.
Goldstone and Tilly (2001, 183) define threat as “the

costs that a social group will incur from protest, or that it

expects to suffer if it does not take action.” They argue that

there is a limited understanding of how threats impact per-

sistence of social movements because threats are often er-

roneously treated as the flip side of opportunity and

increased threat is equated with reduced opportunities.

Consumer research has overlooked threat as an
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independent factor whose dynamics greatly influence how
solidarity is shaped and maintained in consumer
movements.

A number of instances illustrate the persistence of move-
ments and continued commitment of participants despite
overwhelmingly adversarial threats. Consider, for instance,
the Dakota Access Pipeline or the Occupy movements,
where participants refused to leave their protest sites de-
spite difficult weather and severe physical and legal
threats. Movements such as the Zapatistas of Chiapas,
Mexico, or the Liverpool dockers in the UK failed in many
of their declared objectives but have been unanimously
hailed as modern examples of movement unionism and
lasting commitment to collective action. Similarly, despite
the deployment of different forms of violence by the state
and corporations in India, anti-corporate protestors con-
tinue to offer resistance (Varman and Belk 2009; Varman
and Al-Amoudi 2016). How do such movements regener-
ate their solidarity in the face of threats? Despite several
studies on activism in consumer research, there is little un-
derstanding of how consumer movement solidarity regen-
erates itself.

Our research setting is Exarcheia, an Athenian neighbor-
hood that has long been a stronghold of urban resistance.
Because of the Greek crisis (Economist 2015), Exarcheia
has witnessed a proliferation of native understandings and
practices of solidarity (e.g., Arampatzi 2017; Rakopoulos
2016; Vradis and Dalakoglou 2011). Concurrently, it repre-
sents a “weak” civil society context (Leontidou 2010),
whereby consumer movements are relatively deprived of
top-down institutional and marketplace resources
(Handelman and Fischer 2018). This makes our ethno-
graphic site an excellent context for studying threats to sol-
idarity and underlying mechanisms that contribute to
solidarity regeneration. In this research, we identified two
key threats to consumer movements—ideological ossifica-
tion and emotional fatigue. First, the economic crisis made
the core ideology of resisting consumer capitalism (e.g.,
Kozinets and Handelman 2004) a potential threat to the
movements because, facing unprecedented budget contrac-
tion (e.g., Ross, Meloy, and Carlson 2020), many consum-
ers no longer had access to mainstream markets and non-
essential items. Under such conditions of scarcity, the ideo-
logical fixation on resisting consumer capitalism became a
threat to the commitment of members of consumer move-
ments. Second, because of personal experiences and their
relationships with others in the movements, members
started experiencing emotional exhaustion that contributed
to a sense of pessimism, burnout, and reduction in commit-
ment. As a result, emotional fatigue increasingly became a
threat to consumer movements. This 6-year ethnography
illustrates how in the face of these threats, solidarity is
regenerated by the mechanisms of performative staging of
collectivism, temporal tactics, and emplacement of coun-
ter-sites.

Our study contributes to the consumer movement and

activism literature by offering insights into how consumer

movement solidarity is both reconfigured and reproduced

(i.e., regenerated, a term we use that incorporates both

meanings) in the face of threats through key internal mech-

anisms. Drawing on Tarrow (2011, 23), we understand

mechanisms as “a delimited class of changes that alter rela-

tions among specific sets of elements in identical or closely

similar ways over a variety of situations.” In examining

mechanisms, we highlight the undertheorized issues of

consumer solidarity and its regeneration in the face of

threats. Subsequently, we propose a conceptualization of

consumer movement solidarity that is regenerative, as op-

posed to pre-existing or automatically reproduced. Our

study also provides new insights into consumer collectives

and the multifaceted nature of time and place in contempo-

rary consumer movements.

SOLIDARITY

Solidarity has conceptual cognates with a long history in

disciplines, such as anthropology (Gill and Kasmir 2008),

sociology (Howell et al. 2019), and human geography

(Oosterlynck et al. 2017). Notwithstanding, the role of con-

sumption remains largely underexamined. For example, al-

though consumers are default participants in “social and

solidarity economies” (Bergeron et al. 2015), anthropologi-

cal studies have foregrounded the work of producers and

activists (e.g., Rakopoulos 2015). To some extent, such

studies have attended to consumers’ “external solidarity”

(Hunt and Benford 2004, 439), namely, identification with

other groups such as producers and activists, but have not

examined consumers’ “internal solidarity,” that is the iden-

tifications and relationships that give them a sense of be-

longing and commitment to collective consumer action.
The question of solidarity has been central to any imagi-

nation of communal order (Nisbet 1966; Weber 1947).

While Tönnies (1955) interpreted precapitalist societies as

bounded naturally together by high levels of organic soli-

darity, in the rise of capitalism he saw loss of togetherness

and organic solidarity. In a significant departure from this

approach, Durkheim (1933) attended to collective activity

in capitalist societies and found it spontaneous and natural.

Based on this analysis, Durkheim reversed Tönnies’ termi-

nology and associated the idea of mechanical solidarity or

solidarity based on homogeneous segments, such as family,

kinship, and territorial districts, with the social bonds that

characterize traditional societies. Instead, he built on the

idea of a living body, in which different parts come to-

gether to create life as organic solidarity, in order to de-

scribe capitalist forms of solidarity based on the mutuality

arising out of reciprocal arrangements and individual dif-

ferences. Taking this argument further, Weber (1947) ob-

served that both associative relationships based on
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instrumental rationality (e.g., market transactions) and
communal relationships based on affect, emotions, or tradi-
tions (e.g., family ties) coexist in the contemporary world
and create solidarity.

Some scholars have pointed to a depletion in solidarity
and threats to it (Bauman 2001; Beck 1986; Sennett 1998).
In fact, Stjernø (2004) points to the growth of the middle
class, individualism, and consumerism as the most impor-
tant threats to solidarity in contemporary times. Many
others have observed how, despite individual differences
and instrumental rationality, togetherness and we-ness con-
tinue to be reinvented in contemporary societies (Cohen
1985; Gusfield 1975). Moreover, Komter acknowledges
that the bases of solidarity have become increasingly indi-
vidualized, abstract, and diversified. As a result, there has
been a rise in segmented solidarity, in which separate, au-
tonomous social segments connect with other segments, no
longer out of necessity and mutual dependency, but on the
basis of voluntariness. This does not mean that “thick” soli-
darity as conceptualized by Durkheim no longer exists, but
rather that the current social world is also witnessing “thin”
solidarity (Komter 2005, 198).

Solidarity in Consumer Research

Solidarity in consumer research has primarily been stud-
ied as internal solidarity or as a glue that keeps people to-
gether in different contexts of consumption. For example,
Cova (1997) draws attention to consumer tribes or commu-
nities as units of analyses, paying attention to “linking val-
ue” instead of use-value in consumption. According to
Cova (1997, 307), “the goods and services which are val-
ued are mainly those which, through their linking value,
permit and support social interaction of the communal
type.” Thus, linking value as a social glue is similar to the
idea of solidarity. In a later piece, Cova and Cova (2002,
614) point more explicitly to the roles of linking value as a
social glue, and of rituals in their emphasis on “societing”
as a key element in tribal marketing approaches.

Building on Mafessoli’s work on radical individualism,
some consumer researchers specifically focus on “rituals of
solidarity” (Arnould and Thompson 2005). Here, solidarity
is akin to communal experiences and sociality (e.g., Belk
2010; Weinberger and Wallendorf 2012). For example,
Schouten and McAlexander’s (1995) ethnography of
Harley–Davidson bikers draws our attention to the role of
consumption in the creation of solidarity. Similarly, Mu~niz
and O’Guinn (2001) suggest that members of a brand com-
munity are related by a shared consciousness, rituals and
traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility.
Consciousness is a relationship between members that cre-
ates a sense of belonging for participants and helps them
derive a sense of solidarity. Furthermore, Mu~niz and Schau
(2005) and Belk and Tumbat (2005) attend to the religious
and ritualistic dimensions that bind consumers of cult

brands together to sustain solidarities. These studies also
point to the role of faith in cult brands in the creation of soli-
darity across consumers. In doing so, such research, while
broadening Durkheim’s (1933) interpretation, does not ne-
gate the central idea of similarity as the basis of solidarity.

Broadening the Durkheimian bases of solidarity, such as
the family, division of labor, rituals, and religion, Giesler
(2006, 283) argues that gift systems, such as Napster, are
consolidated systems of social solidarity based “on a struc-
tured set of gift exchange and social relationships among
consumers.” From this perspective, gift systems are based
on reciprocities and obligations to give, to receive, and to
repay (Mauss 1925). A key element in Giesler’s reading of
solidarity is the idea of the interdependency that gift sys-
tems create and which, by implication, sustains solidarity.
Importantly, Giesler suggests that interdependency, as in
Durkheim’s sense, is not structurally imposed but is a re-
sult of consumer choice. Likewise, the idea of bolstering
solidarity through voluntary interdependence is also ech-
oed in later consumer studies (e.g., Thomas et al. 2013;
Vikas et al. 2015).

To summarize, previous consumer studies have referred
to solidarity as a social glue (Giesler 2006; Mu~niz and
O’Guinn 2001), contingent on various rituals (e.g., Cova
1997; Cova and Cova 2002; Mu~niz and O’Guinn 2001),
and/or contrarian sets of ideals that create new interdepen-
dencies (Giesler 2006; Kozinets 2002; Vikas et al. 2015).
However, such studies have not unpacked solidarity as a
core concept let alone examined its regeneration in the face
of threats. Attention to solidarity thus remains marginal.
For example, in their study of an anti-consumption move-
ment against Coca-Cola in India, Varman and Belk (2009)
allude to the role of solidarity within a nationalist move-
ment; however, they do not elaborate on it, let alone ex-
plain its regeneration. A similar ellipsis is evident in
research on political consumerism that examines market
engagements emerging from societal concerns associated
with production and consumption (Boström, Micheletti,
and Oosterveer 2019; Holzer 2006; Shah et al. 2007; Stolle
et al. 2005). Some scholars allude to the importance of soli-
darity (e.g., Micheletti and Stolle 2008; Micheletti et al.
2012), yet there is no explanation of how solidarity is
regenerated.

In conclusion, consumer research has fallen short in pro-
viding conceptual clarity in terms of how solidarity regen-
erates in consumer movements and adapts to various
threats that are likely to undermine its existence. Our pur-
pose is to explain the regeneration of solidarity in a move-
ment, and thus deepen understanding of the nature and role
of this significant concept in consumer research.

Solidarity in New Social Movement Research

Solidarity in New Social Movement (NSM) research
is often conflated with collective identifications
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(della Porta 2006) and/or a more instrumental sense of
“common interest” recognition (Tarrow 2011, 11). The un-
derlying assumption is that characteristics such as these
lead to continued levels of higher solidarity. For instance,
the consolidation of a strong collective identity, with clear
boundaries between “we” and “they,” is viewed as a key
component of movement solidarity (Melucci 1988) and so
is the existence of unified “interpretive schemata that sim-
plifies and condenses the ‘world out there’ by selectively
punctuating and encoding objects, situations, events, expe-
riences, and sequences of actions within one’s present or
past environment” (Snow and Benford 1992, 137). An in-
creasing amount of NSM research also considers how emo-
tions play a central role in the emergence, consolidation,
and demise of movements (Flam and King 2007; Goodwin,
Jasper, and Polletta 2001). In this approach, solidarity is
viewed as being forged by a particular emotional energy
that arises “out of conscience of being entrained within a
collective focus of attention” (Collins 2009, 29), akin to
Durkheim’s notion of “moral force” and Mauss’s “mana,”
Rorty (1989) offers a corrective to the emphasis on prede-
termined solidarities by surfacing contingent, partial, and
constructed solidarity, yet his analysis does not overcome
the problem of looking for similarities across diverse
groups. As Featherstone (2012, 23) rightly points out, “this
still traps understandings of solidarity within a reductive
binary of similarity and dissimilarity.”

Some NSM literature has paid more explicit attention,
albeit sporadically, to the question of solidarity persistence
in the face of threat. Most notably, Taylor’s (1989) study
on the continuity of women’s movements solidarity fo-
cuses on threatening conditions, such as less receptive po-
litical climates and low or negative cultural recognition.
Echoing the assumptions of broader NSM literature, her
study shows that under such conditions, movements largely
succeed by consolidating variables, such as collective iden-
tity (i.e., being more exclusive), sense of common purpose,
member motivation, and centralization of power. More re-
cently, Goodwin and Pfaff (2001) focus on the experience
of intense emotions as a key threat to movement persis-
tence. They identify eight “encouragement mechanisms”
that activists use to foster commitment, including, for in-
stance, use of their social networks, mass meetings,
“degradation” ceremonies, and media coverage. However,
as the authors acknowledge, some of these mechanisms are
peculiar to their specific movements (two civil rights
movements in East Germany and the US) and their specific
threat, that is, the experience of intense fear. Despite their
useful insights, the few other NSM studies that explicitly
focus on the question of persistence follow a similar ap-
proach. For instance, Lawston (2009) observes how the
radical women’s prison movement addresses feelings of il-
legitimacy through the strategic use of frames, whereas
Gongaware (2011) focuses on how a Native American edu-
cational social movement achieves continuity at a time of

collective identity change. These studies identify a poten-

tial threat to movement solidarity and describe some spe-

cific processes through which these movements overcame

such threats. This approach to understanding of the conti-

nuity of solidarity under threat has some key limitations.
First, although the importance of strengthening solidar-

ity within a movement is acknowledged, a significant line

of critique arises from the observation that it is still based

on a “given” account of solidarity (Featherstone 2012, 19).

It draws on a long-standing tradition, reflected in both

NSM and consumer research, that views solidarity as aris-

ing from “a shared sense of humanness” and therefore

“doesn’t enable movements or political activity any agency

or role in shaping how solidarities are constructed”

(Featherstone 2012, 19). We have not adequately under-

stood the implications of Gilmore’s (2008) incisive obser-

vation, based on her work on Mothers Reclaiming Our

Children (ROC) against the prison system in California,

that even when common identifications and solidarity do

not preexist, they can be creatively generated through con-

tentious politics in social movements. There is a need to

explore how solidarity is reinforced (i.e., reproduces itself;

e.g., Collins 2004a, 2004b; Howard-Grenville et al. 2013)

in a social movement but also how it potentially evolves

and transforms (i.e., reconfigures itself). Hence, rather than

focusing on the mere persistence of solidarity we embrace

regeneration’s dual meaning as both reconfiguration and

reproduction. This omission became particularly glaring

during our fieldwork; the existing model of solidarity

failed to capture and explain the ongoing reconfigurations

and reproductions of solidarity in Exarcheia. An interre-

lated second point is that the current literature on NSM and

consumer movement solidarity focuses on unified notions

of movement ideologies and collective emotions (e.g.,

Kozinets and Handelman 2004; Varman and Belk 2009).

These are largely treated as monolithic and totalizing, with

any potential divergence being automatically assumed to

threaten solidarity (e.g., Goodwin and Pfaff 2001; Lawston

2009). There is, therefore, less focus on the underlying

mechanisms that explain variability in movement

solidarity.
In sum, consumer and NSM research have fallen short in

providing conceptual clarity in terms of how solidarity

regenerates in movements and adapts to various threats

that are likely to undermine its existence. Our purpose is to

explain the regeneration of solidarity in a movement, and

thus deepen the understanding of the nature and role of this

significant concept in consumer research. In our analysis of

consumer movements in Exarcheia, we uncover how

movement solidarity, in the face of threats, regenerates

through three internal mechanisms. In the following sec-

tions, we describe our research context, ethnographic meth-

ods, and findings.
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RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHODS

Exarcheia is a relatively small (90 ha; 22,000 residents;
www.statistics.gr), central neighborhood of Athens, with a
disproportionately large historic and symbolic significance.
Surrounded by three university buildings, the area has long
been a cultural and intellectual center. It boasts the highest
number of printing shops, bookstores, music stores, and
music schools per capita in Greece, and a highly educated
population that is over-represented by intellectuals, artists,
creative workers, and university students (Demertzi 2016).
The area has been the linchpin of modern Greece’s radical
political history, including among others, the Polytechnic
uprising against the military junta (November 1973) and
political unrest in response to the killing of Michalis
Kaltezas (November 1985). However, it was not until the
December 2008 riots, sparked by the shooting dead by po-
lice of 15-year-old Alexis Grigoropoulos, that the area ac-
quired a strong international reputation (Vradis and
Dalakoglou 2011).

Our 6-year ethnographic study in Exarcheia commenced
in 2009 with a visit by the research team to explore a newly
created guerrilla park, as part of an intended research project
into urban activism. Navarinou Park or “the park,” was a
former parking lot that the Exarcheia Residents’ Initiative
(established in March 2009; see figure 1 in web appendix)
occupied and operated on the principles of self-management
and anti-hierarchical structuring. Any form of commercial
or market-mediated activity was explicitly banned at
Navarinou Park, as there was no space for “atomized logics
and behaviors that treat the park as yet another space of con-
sumption” (Park assembly leaflet, July 2012). As we pro-
ceeded with initial interviewing, interacting with both
residents and activists connected to the guerrilla park, we
quickly realized that the whole area of Exarcheia was a hot-
bed of protest activities that revolved around anti- or alterna-
tive consumption ventures. We, therefore, broadened our
focus to look at other initiatives such as Seed (Rp�oqo1 in
Greek; see figure 2, web appendix, for an illustration and ta-
ble 1 for a full description), a consumer collective that
aimed, among others, to support the Zapatistas by directly
importing their coffee (it closed in July 2012). We also in-
cluded Moth (Rj�oqo1; see figure 3 in web appendix and ta-
ble 1 for a full description), an anti-consumerist collective
that provided a permanent space for the gifting of goods and
services without attached norms of reciprocity. Like
Navarinou Park, these collectives endorsed an ideological
discourse that put consumers and consumption at the fore-
front of enacting resistance. They can, therefore, be charac-
terized as consumer movements (Kozinets and Handelman
2004). We also followed a variety of other forms of
consumer-oriented activism found in the area, from free
film screenings and collective cooking events, to the burning
down of multinational retail stores (e.g., Starbucks) and of
symbols of conspicuous consumption (e.g., expensive cars),

to various anti-consumerist campaigns and posters (see fig-
ure 6, web appendix).

Our consumer movements faced threats and difficulties
that seriously undermined their persistence. Starting in late
2009, the “Greek economic crisis” (Economist 2015) dis-
rupted the social fabric of Greece at a much higher magni-
tude and scale than originally anticipated. By 2015, the
country had undergone its sixth consecutive year of eco-
nomic contraction, wiping out more than 30% of its GDP
in what was the biggest decline in a developed economy
since the 1950s (ELSTAT 2015). General unemployment
more than tripled from 7.7% in 2008 to about 25% in 2015,
whereas youth unemployment skyrocketed to over 50%
(ELSTAT 2015). Although the Greek economy began
growing again soon after our data collection ended (last
quarter of 2015; ELSTAT 2016), and it officially remains a
developed country, the effects of the crisis on the middle
classes, the cornerstone of Greek society since World War
II, seem irreparable. Lower- and middle-income house-
holds have lost more than 25% of their annual income and
there are no social security nets left at their disposal
(Magoulios, Kydros, and Athianos 2015; Mavridis 2018).

This systemic threat translated the key ideological ele-
ments of our movements, i.e., their goals, and understand-
ings of themselves and their adversaries (Kozinets and
Handelman 2004) into potential roadblocks to their conti-
nuity. Moreover, emotional fatigue and burnout was a sec-
ond threat to our movements’ internal solidarity.

The ethnographic study, conducted between April 2009
and May 2015, comprised multiple visits to Exarcheia, each
lasting between 1 and 10 weeks; in total comprising 55 weeks
of fieldwork. Visits were mainly undertaken by the first au-
thor, who stayed in rented accommodation and fully partici-
pated in the community during these periods. During our
initial visit, the research team was viewed with some suspi-
cion, given the mix of ages and the fact that we included two
non-Greek speakers. It, thus, proved a challenge, in certain
instances, to gain the trust of participants. For example, in ac-
companying a street artist on a tour of Exarcheian murals,
the team was required to prove their trustworthiness by join-
ing him in certain acts of “decorating” billboards. As a native
Greek, however, the first author was more easily accepted
into the area as a resident. He interacted on a daily basis with
many inhabitants, particularly focusing on key collectives
that were rethinking the very bases of consumer culture, such
as Seed, Moth, and the guerrilla park. He also helped as a
volunteer and participated in various meetings and regular
weekly and fortnightly assemblies, thereby seeking a deep
immersion in these contexts.

In keeping with standard ethnographic techniques used
in consumer research (Sherry 1998; Thompson et al.
2006), multiple methods of data collection were used, and
the resultant data set included: observational field notes
(190 pages); personal interviews with residents, activists, lo-
cal artists, and squatters (82); photographs (1,100); activist
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literature (more than 700 pamphlets and posters); and nu-

merous ad hoc interviews. In addition, we closely followed

and included media reports, television documentaries, books

(e.g., Varkarolis 2012), and novels (e.g., Penny and

Crabapple 2012) about Exarcheia to better understand the

history of the area and its contemporary representations.
Interviews lasted between one to two hours and were

conducted in local bars, caf�es, meeting rooms, and the

guerrilla park and were mainly undertaken by the first au-

thor (with the exception of six interviews carried out in

English). Many participants were interviewed multiple

times as the research progressed. Broad “grand tour ques-

tions” (McCracken 1998) were asked first, before focusing

on specific incidents and daily routines. We sought to un-

derstand the rhythms of life in Exarcheia and what it meant

to be an Exarcheian resident, consumer, and activist.
In pursuing a purposive sampling approach, we selected

participants on the basis of enabling us to compare and con-

trast emergent findings as the study progressed. The partici-

pants represented a broad spectrum of Exarcheian visitors

and residents. We distinguished between users (i.e., regular

visitors) and members, the latter being those who also partic-

ipated in the weekly or biweekly assemblies of our consumer

movements and/or who volunteered their time to organize

events and do shifts. Although there were no official leaders,

given that all movements are explicitly anti-hierarchical, we

also distinguished between longer-standing and regular

members. Longer-standing members were often more influ-
ential due to their extensive experience. Our sample included
a spread across gender, age, socioeconomic and educational
backgrounds (see table 2, web appendix, for a summary of
our key participants). As discussed in the research context
section, the Exarcheian population possesses a higher educa-
tional profile compared to other areas of Athens, which was
reflected in our sample. Interviews were audiotaped and tran-
scribed. Most interviews were in Greek and were subse-
quently translated into English by the lead researcher.

We followed standard procedures for analysis and inter-
pretation (e.g., Arnould and Wallendorf 1994; Spiggle
1994; Strauss and Corbin 1990), identifying themes within
and across our data through a constant comparative ap-
proach (Miles and Huberman 1994). The members of the
research team continually exchanged insights and dis-
cussed the emergent themes together, revisiting the data
frequently, and refining the coding. Iterating between our
findings and the literature, between emergent and a priori
codes, we developed a thick interpretive framework.

THE MECHANISMS OF CONSUMER
MOVEMENT SOLIDARITY

REGENERATION

Within our data, two key threats emerged as potent
impediments to solidarity in our consumer movements—

TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE CONSUMER MOVEMENTS

Seed Moth Park

Brief description Solidarity Trading Initiative Anti-Consumerist Collective Guerilla Park (parking lot turned
into a self-managed park)

Established Autumn 2005 Spring 2009 Spring 2009
Main goals Explicitly positioned against

mainstream fair trade consum-
erism, Seed aimed to promote
an “alternative model of con-
sumption”; one insisting “on
more direct acts of solidarity
with producers” and “ongoing
resistance to all the compli-
cated market-mediated mecha-
nisms through which both
producers and consumers be-
come victims of intense
exploitation.” (www.seed.espiv.
net)

Moth describes itself as a
“critique of consumerism” proj-
ect. It aims to cultivate anti-
consumerist subjectivities by
re-using, sharing and upcy-
cling; it also works toward a so-
ciety of degrowth and
socioeconomic justice (original
leaflet).

A free “self-managed” space that
fights the forces of commercial-
ization and commodification of
public space; to fight against
“consumers” of the park, to pro-
mote urban gardening and pro-
vide a green oasis; to provide a
playground and a series of re-
ally-free cultural initiatives.

Typical activities Regular opening hours; linking
consumers with producers,
selling Zapatistas coffee and
various goods by left-wing pro-
ducers; promoting alternative
trading without middlemen, ed-
ucating consumers, participat-
ing in alternative economy and
solidarity festivals.

Regular opening hours for the op-
eration of a gifting bazaar; or-
ganization of DIY workshops
as well as various other talks
and seminars on anti-con-
sumption; book bazaars; col-
lective cooking events; parties;
participating in alternative
economy and solidarity
festivals.

Collective gardening; collective
cooking; organization of free
events, seminars and mini fes-
tivals; free film screenings, gigs
and plays; participation in other
initiatives; events for kids and
families; DIY activities and arts
and crafts.
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ideological ossification and emotional fatigue. First, the
economic crisis made the movements’ core ideological em-
phasis on opposition to consumerism into a threat. Second,
emotional fatigue and resulting burnout increasingly be-
came a threat to our movements. By constantly iterating
between our emic and etic accounts, we identified different
mechanisms that enabled movement solidarity regeneration
in the face of these two key threats. These mechanisms are
performative staging of collectivism, temporal tactics, and
the emplacement of counter-sites. We qualify these mecha-
nisms as regenerative, in the sense that they both reconfig-
ured and reproduced solidarity, ultimately maintaining its
ability to overcome threats and to persevere. The following
account analyses how each of these mechanisms operated
to regenerate solidarity, first, in relation to ideological and,
second, in relation to emotional threats.

Ideological Ossification: The Pragmatic
Attenuation of Idealism

Ideology is a cornerstone of any collective action
(Humphreys and Thompson 2014; Kozinets 2002;
Kozinets and Handelman 2004). In Exarcheia, consumer
movements were impelled by the ideological emphasis on
producing cracks in consumer capitalist logic through ev-
eryday practices (Holloway 2010). For instance, the ideo-
logical goal of various gifting bazaars and alternative
trading initiatives was to “put [anti-capitalist] ideas to the
tough test of practice, because if not embedded within the
here and now they will remain nice yet increasingly elusive
dreams” (Seed leaflet, May 2009). Such an ideology could
be viewed as idealist, in so far as there was a strong com-
mitment to enacting visions of an egalitarian anti-capitalist
society in the present.

This idealist orientation led to a clear demarcation of
ideologically enlightened consumer activists from corpo-
rate elites and mainstream consumers (Kozinets and
Handelman 2004; also Kozinets 2002; Mu~niz and Schau
2005; Luedicke et al. 2010; Scaraboto and Fischer 2013;
Thompson and Arsel 2004; Varman and Belk 2009). The
park, for instance, is “not welcoming to consumers”
(Dimitris), whereas Seed is not a space “for consuming
commodities without wondering where they came from
and how they have been produced” (Iakovos; see also fig-
ure 6, web appendix).

The contingencies superimposed by the economic crisis
severely threatened ideals of alternatives to consumer capi-
talism from being translated into everyday praxis. The eco-
nomic crisis and resulting scarcity made the core ideology
of resisting consumerism a potential threat to the move-
ments because many consumers could no longer access
mainstream markets to acquire essential (let alone non-
essential) items (e.g., Ross et al. 2020). Heleni was one of
many participants who quipped that “previously we were
fighting a dominant paradigm, and that paradigm

collapsed!” As a result, the earlier ideology was under-
mined, and any ossification of it became a threat to move-
ments and solidarity within them. Hera, a participant in
various Exarcheia-based collectives further explained:
“We had to give priority to the need for solidarity networks
that would address the real needs of people.” We began to
observe the attenuation of idealism (that is, a relative re-
duction of its significance) with pragmatic ideological ori-
entations, within which mainstream consumers were no
longer viewed as opponents. Aphrodite, for instance, fur-
ther explained that “you can’t criticize them [mainstream
consumers]. It may be frustrating sometimes, but it is only
natural to be a bit greedier if you have been deprived [of
material belongings].” Thus, instead of a reified notion of
similarity, we witnessed the creative generation of com-
mon identifications and solidarity through contentious poli-
tics in consumer movements (Gilmore 2008). Aphrodite
was one of many participants who observed how a precon-
ceived ossification of an idealist ideology can hamper soli-
darity in a movement and how the movement has to adapt
to changing circumstances (in relation to buying power and
beyond). Although writings on consumer movements (e.g.,
Kozinets and Handelman 2004) and NSM (e.g., Tarrow
2011) predicted that this shift would seriously undermine
movements’ sense of common ideology and indeed their
raison d’être, most movements in Exarcheia persevered
while adapting their ideological basis. They achieved
change in ideology and continuity through three key inter-
nal mechanisms: performative staging of collectivism, tem-
poral tactics, and the emplacement of counter-sites that
helped them to overcome the threat of ideological ossifica-
tion (see also table 3 in web appendix).

The Performative Staging of
Collectivism. Performative staging has been found to be
crucial to social protests and contentious politics
(Swyngedouw 2011). As Swyngedouw (2011) suggests,
protests against a dominant order require performative
staging of practices of equality, freedom, justice, etc.
Accordingly, “The political arises then, in the act of per-
formatively staging equality, a procedure that simulta-
neously makes visible the ‘wrong’ of the given situation.
For example, when, in 1955, Rosa Parks sat down on the
‘wrong’ seat on the bus in Montgomory, Alabama, she si-
multaneously staged equality and exposed the inegalitarian
practice of a racialized instituted order.” (374). Similarly,
the performative staging of collectivism refers to enact-
ments of collectivizing practices. Privileging group welfare
over individual interests, such enactments interrupt a
monochromatic and reified vision of a consumer move-
ment with the possibility of a collectively negotiated ideo-
logical change. Thus a key feature of collectivizing
practices is the significant role they play in not only repro-
ducing (e.g., Collins 2004a) but also in reconfiguring
movement ideology. The threat of ideological ossification
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made enactments of collectivism that facilitated ideologi-
cal attenuation crucial for the consumer movements in
Exarcheia.

One such significant form of performative staging of
collectivism was Moth’s assembly that became a key site
to discuss the movement’s ideology, a ritual enactment that
encouraged debate and ideological adaptation. The staging
of these assemblies allowed for discussions to take place
on the appropriateness of the prevailing ideology. For in-
stance, in one of Moth’s assemblies (March 2012), Ariadne
maintained that the collective could not claim to be anti-
consumerist because it recirculated objects that are known
for labor exploitation, such as Nike shoes and Gap clothes.
Other members, such as Helios, passionately opposed the
idea, partly on the basis that Moth’s critique of consumer
culture was primarily anchored against materialism and
overconsumption, as opposed to boycotting: “If we were to
do this, we would end up without any objects to
recirculate!” As a result, the assembly decided to not boy-
cott any objects that came to Moth. In another assembly
(April 2013), the debate centered on giving to and receiv-
ing items from identitarian opponents such as “mainstream
consumers” (Kozinets and Handelman 2004) and individu-
als with questionable political affiliations. The discussion
was triggered because of the frequent visits of Lena, a fash-
ion photographer, who was seen to be furthering a consum-
erist ethos. Although the assembly decided to not allow her
the use of Moth’s items for the promotion of consumerism,
members continued to debate the issue in light of the eco-
nomic crisis and, in subsequent assemblies, decided to not
discriminate against mainstream consumers, especially
those facing increasing material deprivation.

Thus, staging of assemblies assisted in overcoming
threats and fostering solidarity in two ways. First, assem-
blies helped reconfigure ideology from its idealist anti-
capitalist form that rejected products made by large corpo-
rations as well as those that promoted them, to a more
pragmatic turn that was selective in such refusals. Second,
such ongoing debates in assemblies brought people face to
face and created dialogues and associations. It led to a real-
ization that solidarity cannot be created by merely (anti-
)consuming some good with “linking value” (Cova 1997),
but by coming together in assemblies that enabled shared
understandings. Although, as Heleni intimated to us, the
emphasis on assemblies meant that “concerns were very in-
tense, and debates during the assemblies endless.” It also
meant, as Sotiria informed us, that “decisions are taken in
the most collective and agreeable manner possible.”
Assemblies fostered dialogues and debates in which ideo-
logical issues were discussed, instead of treating them as
reified. In a way, a coherent idealist ideology was replaced
by more bottom-up pragmatism that was democratically
fostered through assemblies without stifling dissenting voi-
ces or identities (e.g., Graeber 2002). As Agamemnon
explains, referring to the park’s assembly, “I think we have

all understood that big labels don’t really help when it
comes to building common understanding.” Therefore, key
components of our movements’ ideology that became a
threat to their continuity were reconfigured through staging
of assemblies. Solidarity was regenerated not on the basis
of preconceived anti-consumerist ideals and ideological ad-
versaries, but through immersion in contentious everyday
politics (Featherstone 2012).

Whereas assemblies were a key in reconfiguring our
movements’ idealist ideology, we observed how, in a sec-
ond stage, additional performative stagings of collectivism
also helped achieve this. For example, the production of
various artifacts such as solidarity stickers and T-shirts
(see figure 7, web appendix) and not-for-profit small and
large-scale gatherings, gigs, festivals, and rallies all em-
phasized common ideals and values over individual needs
and desires, thereby acting in a similar way to the
“encouragement mechanisms” identified by Goodwin and
Pfaff (2001). Sotiria recalled how “we would all meet at
the anti-racist festival” and Adonis referred to the solidar-
ity trading festival being “the must event” of each year.
Concurrently, such large-scale gatherings and festivals
were also arenas for recruiting new members, providing
awareness about movement manifestos (e.g., in addition to
having dedicated stalls, Seed and Moth also distributed
leaflets), and establishing rapport with a more diverse
range of participants (Thomas et al. 2013). Akin to what
Weijo et al. (2018, 7) describe as an interplay between
“deterritorializing and territorializing” processes, we found
that such gatherings and festivals were also sites in which
more creative forms of (anti)consuming and doing things
differently were communicated and experimented with.
For example, Moth would often organize in-situ gifting
bazaars to communicate the values of sharing and reusing
to others, as well as special events such as free book fairs.
In turn, the integration of these experimentations into
movement members’ everyday practices allowed for new
“territorializations” (Weijo et al. 2018). These were fo-
cused on reproducing common values and sensibilities on
an ongoing basis with communal experiments and practi-
ces, a feature that maintained stability in an otherwise un-
stable context that threatened solidarity. As such, the
ideology we witnessed in these enactments advanced more
interdependent and collectivist modes of existence, ulti-
mately promoting the interests of a larger whole over and
above individual differences and agendas (Gilbert 2014).
In doing so, activists reconfigured their earlier ideology
with its central anti-capitalist logics to one whose collectiv-
ist logics included mainstream consumers.

Temporal Tactics. We found that temporal tactics were
central to the pragmatic attenuation of idealist ideology.
Temporal tactics are concerned with how consumer acti-
vists manage the structures and rhythms that underpin dif-
ferent notions of time. In consumer movement research
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there is usually only one temporal scale implicit and this
works in a linear chronological order or continuous time,
that is to say, working now to achieve change in the future
(e.g., Gollnhofer et al. 2019; Kozinets and Handelman
2004). As outlined earlier, such a linearity was also evident
in Exarcheia before the ideological threat surfaced. Due to
the economic crisis, the future orientation was interrupted
as concerns about survival in the present became dominant.
This frustrated some of our participants because they had
to compromise their future-oriented anti-consumerist ideol-
ogy with the present-oriented requirements of crisis-hit
consumers. For instance, Pericles shared his frustration:

There were 200–300 people on our mailing list, friends of

friends, etc. They all wanted access because our stuff was

very high quality and relatively cheap, given the times we

live in, but I refuse to do so much work for someone who

doesn’t understand, and who doesn’t lift a finger to help our

project.

Here, Pericles’s refusal surfaces the threat of ideological
ossification and a tension between catering to present
needs for essential items (e.g., Ross et al. 2020) and more
future-oriented project of materializing environmental and
socially just trading relations. Likewise, in a meeting dis-
cussion about the mainstreaming of alternative trading
markets and alternative economies (July 2012), a partici-
pant noted:

We need to clarify what we are aiming at here; there are dif-

ferent levels of time. If addressing immediate needs, right

now is the only thing that really matters, then they may as

well go to Lidl, they have a far better infrastructure for se-

curing the lowest prices.

The concern about low pricing is reflective of competing
temporal priorities and ideological threat. In other words,
there is again a concern to provide lower priced goods in
the present versus a future orientation that aims to chal-
lenge unjust trading relations.

In the face of the threat of ideological ossification, we
found that the regeneration of movement solidarity was
subject to managing the reproduction and reconfiguration
of temporal dimensions that were not continuous. The con-
flicting temporal inclinations altered the earlier ideological
basis and a careful mixing of different time scales regener-
ated the logic of grassroots practices with different ideo-
logical priorities. The emphasis in our movements shifted
from simply bridging long-term structural transformations
with present practices, to also working out and offering
pragmatic solutions to people’s immediate needs. As a con-
sequence, critiques of mainstream consumption and ram-
pant materialism (i.e., earlier ideology) had to be altered.
Heracles, a founding member of Seed, observed:

If there is one thing to emphasize, it is not a criticism of

consumption per se, but rather of the consumption

imaginary. The demand during what we call the “crisis” is

to be able to consume. All the demonstrations, all the pro-

tests, all the strikes aim at having more money to consume.

Here, an ideological reconfiguration took place by moving

from focusing on the future, in which consumer capitalism

was to be challenged, to a crisis-ridden present, in which

overconsumption was no longer applied as a primary con-

cern. The ideological focus shifted to the necessity to pro-

vide welfare support and the basic amenities of life.
Mainstream consumers were no longer viewed as adversar-

ies (Kozinets and Handelman 2004).
Temporality was at the center of the recognition of the

need for a major ideological reconfiguration to overcome

the threat. The reconfiguration with more emphasis on the

present, however, did not diminish the consumer activists’

resolution to remain actively involved with their visions of
a less consumerist future. For example, Artemis told us:

We found ourselves wondering “What now? What, are we

going to tell the poor and the needy not to consume? But

they obviously can’t anyway!” So we sat down and thought

about it, and then said “Hold on, what we are talking about

is anti-consumerism. What we have in mind is something

different, another society based on what is small: smaller-

scale things, supporting local producers, solidarity”.

According to Artemis, anti-consumption is also about be-

ing in solidarity with others in need, through small-scale,

shared spaces such as Moth. It is notable here how Artemis

reframes Moth’s ideology through a process akin to

Gongaware’s (2011) notion of temporal keying—whereby

new layers of meaning are overlaid on the present from the

past and/or the future (or vice versa) in a form of collective
memory association. In other words, she “keys” a past

commitment to small-scale activities and local producers

to the present anti-consumerist ideology. Adonis elabo-

rated on this by asserting that the previous model of anti-

consumption was not radical enough: “Anti-consumption

was just about consuming less or consuming better. It

should also be about social relationships and relationships
with our resources, how we create those resources!” Like

Artemis, Adonis connects different timescales of past, pre-

sent, and future in this observation, as he reconfigures the

prevailing ideology to address the threat of ideological os-

sification. Accordingly, although Greece had earlier wit-

nessed anti-consumption movements with an emphasis on

voluntary simplicity, there was a need for a more radical
ideological framing for the present and future of Moth than

what had been achieved in the past.
Therefore, by keying different aspects of past and future

ideological threads into the present, many of our collec-

tives kept going while reconfiguring their original ideolog-

ical beliefs and motivations. Temporality for activists is

not linear: past, present, and future do not unfold in an or-
derly fashion but echoes Emirbayer and Mische’s (1998)
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distinction between three different temporal-relational

dimensions: iterational or rooted in the past; projective or

placed in the future; and practical-evaluative or carried out

in the present. In these ways, movements threaded through

multiple temporal scales, with past, present, and future

intersecting to overcome the threat of ideological

ossification.

The emplacement of counter-sites. The emplacement

of counter-sites refers to the foregrounding of shared place

as a source of solidarity and as a scale of resistive, collec-

tive consumer action. Foucault (1984) suggests that

counter-sites invert, resist, and often subvert the dominant

ethos. It is no coincidence that activist movements in re-

cent times have taken over public spaces (e.g., Occupy

Movement, Dakota Pipeline, Extinction Rebellion) in

attempts to mobilize marginalized voices. In the face of

threats to solidarity in Exarcheia, we found that all bottom-

up mobilizations and initiatives emphasized the sharing of

space as part of their agenda. For example, similar to

Hera’s observations on the “usual context of social experi-

ences,” Irene explained how Moth inverted the dominant

ethos:

Look, this is a place that at times of extreme individualism

and selfishness, allows some people to work together as a

collective. Everyone outside Moth is for themselves: for

their car, their girlfriend, wife or husband. Here in Moth, I

like that each one of us learns to share things, to care for

each other.

And Agamemnon explained his affiliation with the park on

the basis that it is the only nearby public place protected

from the “forces of commodification and

commercialization.” The emplacement of counter-sites

was, therefore, a critical contributor to solidarity as it

helped restrict the neoliberal ordering of subject positions.
The emplacement of counter-sites in Exarcheia played a

key role in reducing the threat of ideological ossification

by furthering pragmatic attenuation of idealist ideology.

Highlighting the significance of place in reconfiguring ide-

ology, Hera told us, “it is very important for people to col-

lectively manage a space that does not belong to anyone in

particular, but to all. All this is completely outside the

frame within which we are taught and raised, outside our

usual context of social experiences.” The economic crisis

not only destroyed economic safeguards for many Greeks

but also ripped apart the social fabric that bound them as a

society. It unleashed forces of individualism and selfish-

ness, as people, reeling under a neoliberal onslaught, were

left to fend for themselves. As a result, and as explained

above, the ossification of preexisting anti-consumerist ide-

ology in Exarcheia became a threat. In the face of this chal-

lenge, shared places encouraged physical encounters and

interactions, promoting an overall collective appraisal

(Visconti et al. 2010) that helped adapt ideology when it
became a threat.

In the process, Exarcheia became a larger, scaled-up
counter-site or place where people could be (and consume)
together in their struggles against the outside world.
“Beyond political affiliations and ideological differences,
beyond breaking all conventions, Exarcheia unites us” be-
came the refrain of the Exarcheia Residents’ Initiative, a
movement that aimed to bring all the networks of resis-
tance together and to coordinate interventions against the
commodification and misuse of all public places. The ini-
tiative also introduced a time bank and a permanent space
for residents and “friends of Exarcheia” meetings, to fur-
ther cultivate an emplaced sense of common ideology and
we-ness. In this way, it explicitly engaged in “scale
jumping,” in other words, the cultivation of solidarity not
on the basis of shared place at the level of the group or col-
lective, but the broader neighborhood as a counter-site. As
Sewell (2001, 56) observes, spaces can create solidarity in
a social movement by enabling “copresence” because, for
people to come together, they need to be brought into each
other’s presence, “either personally and bodily or in some
mediated fashion.” The initiative created such a copresence
by “scale jumping” (Sewell 2001) the neighborhood as a
place of we-ness and resistive action. We therefore ob-
served a continuous oscillation between the scale of imme-
diate action (actual spaces of our movements) to the scale
of the neighborhood community (Exarcheia) and some-
times, to the scale of the broader antagonistic movement
(various nationwide events and festivals).

Importantly, these scales were employed to produce a
pragmatic attenuation of ideology despite potential ten-
sions or compromises within more specific counter-sites.
For instance, the main square in Exarcheia was often used
as a counter-site for what participants described as
“cultural interventions” and solidarity trading initiatives
(e.g., a solidarity trading market was established in
September 2012 and has been running ever since). In so
doing, alternative consumption practices of anti-market
and generalized exchange (Arnould and Rose 2016), shar-
ing (Belk 2010) and gifting were also embraced (and
emplaced) at a larger scale. For example, drinks were al-
ways sold near to cost if not gifted (with any surplus pro-
ceeding to the funding of political causes), whereas
collective cooking and gifting bazaars were commonly or-
ganized as part of neighborhood events and initiatives. A
variety of other public places such as Tsamadou Park, a
smaller guerrilla park, and occupied buildings were also
used in a similar manner, ultimately enabling a move from
the scale of immediate action to the scale of the neighbor-
hood community. Likewise, the ubiquitous political posters
communicated calls for coordinated political action and
political analyses, as these were “the walls that speak to
everyone,” according to Anaxagoras (see figure 5, web ap-
pendix). Many of these posters were also placed on the
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park’s three bulletin boards, as well as outside and inside

the premises of Moth and Seed. In this sense, they created

a sense of community dialogue and common ground that

was essential to attenuating the ideological basis of

Exarcheia-based movements. Thus, drawing on their em-

placement as counter-sites, many of our movements

adopted a more pragmatist orientation to overcome the

threat of ideological ossification.

Emotional Fatigue: Overcoming Member
Burnout

Intense emotions that lead to emotional fatigue are rec-

ognized as a key threat to movement solidarity (Goodwin

and Pfaff 2001; Lawston 2009). Yet, in the theorization of

consumer movements, emotional aspects such as joy and

anger have only been briefly conceptualized (Kozinets and

Handelman 2004; Valor et al. 2017; Weijo et al. 2018).

Echoing Gopaldas’ (2014) ethical consumers, our con-

sumer activists also expressed a range of emotions—con-

tempt for villains (e.g., corporate capitalists), concern for

victims (e.g., structurally disenfranchised producers and

consumers), and celebrated heroes (e.g., the Zapatistas). In

addition, members often explicitly talked about the collec-

tive hope and joy in doing things differently as a linking

impetus within the movement. We observed, for example,

the insertion of various table games in key public spaces,

such as chessboards and table-tennis tables, as well as

chairs, benches, and tables (see figure 4, web appendix).

That is, the activists in our study strategically and pragmat-

ically sought to generate a certain structure of positive

(utopian) emotions (Gopaldas 2014).
Soon after our first observations, however, we began to

observe fundamental shifts in collectively shared emotions.

The street art of Exarcheia, for example, became increas-

ingly pessimistic, darker, and angry, through the use of

stark colors, anti-authoritarian slogans (e.g., against the

state or the police), and the depiction of symbols such as

riot masks (see figure 8, web appendix; see also

Spyropoulos 2013). In parallel to such expressions of emo-

tions, we observed more inwardly directed emotional

shifts, such as member fatigue and burnout. These emerged

primarily as a response to members’ personal experiences

and their relationships with other members, rather than ex-

ternal social conditions such as the crisis. A notable exam-

ple was Seed, which, despite its members’ efforts,

disintegrated in July 2012. A leaflet distributed in 2013 by

a founding member noted:

Seed, apart from its first phase which was more joyful and

creative, did not manage to overcome the cracks that often

emerge within such initiatives because of personal relations:

the various likes and dislikes, the affairs, and the selfish

behavior.

In Seed, personal experiences of attachments, likes/dis-
likes, and selfishness created emotional burdens that be-
came an internal threat. This echoes Gorski et al.’s (2019)
observation that member burnout is often the result of acti-
vists’ unique characteristics and within-movement organi-
zational cultures and member–member relationships as
opposed to external causes. Notwithstanding, the rest of
our movements persevered through the consistent fostering
of new assertive emotions. As Hebe noted, “through all
these difficulties and problems, through all these times that
we have been on the defensive, we learned how to bond
more strongly with each other, and this is what is really in-
teresting and moving.” Thus, emotional fatigue became a
key threat and it was overcome through our three regenera-
tive mechanisms.

The Performative Staging of
Collectivism. Performative staging of collectivism regen-
erated solidarity by moderating and reconfiguring shared
emotions. In our consumer movements, staging of collec-
tivism in small and large-scale parties, events and festivals
provided peak experiences of solidarity (Collins 2004b,
43); meaning moments of collective joy and emotional ef-
fervescence that reached beyond the everyday banalities
and challenges of working collectively. As Ypatia told us:
“the first time I went to the solidarity festival, I was over-
whelmed with joy; it was like going to my first music gig!”
Ypatia’s experience of joy emerges from being associated
with a movement that strongly resonates with her political
principles. Similarly, Persephone admitted that she “joined
the collective because I wanted to share more of that joy.”

Despite many similar expressions of joy, we noted, how-
ever, that various experimentations with additional enact-
ments were ultimately adopted or deferred on the basis of
their ability to moderate intense collective emotions. Moth,
for example, originally emerged as an offshoot of Seed,
when the practice of exchanging clothes every Friday be-
came a popular enactment that grew in scope and scale.
Likewise, about a year after the opening of Moth, a new
form of staging emerged, described by participants as “the
Saturday shift.” As more and more members found time to
join the Saturday shift (being outside their working week),
it acquired added symbolic significance. Everybody would
bring drinks, snacks and/or homemade food and stay at the
premises from early afternoon until late evening.
Interestingly, however, after a few incidents of “excessive
partying,” according to Cassandra, it was decided to cancel
large-scale gatherings on Saturdays. Alcohol was forbidden
and even the amount of food consumption was limited.
This points to a dilemma often faced by consumer move-
ments where they find themselves faced with the paradox
that collective hedonistic consumption can strengthen so-
cial bonding even while its excesses may prove harmful
and threaten an anti-consumption ideological stance.
Accordingly, although shared emotions, pleasure, and joy
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may require the staging of such events, excessive emotions
(exacerbated by excessive consumption) can also lead to
fatigue and prove to be a distraction from realizing politi-
cal objectives, thus undermining the persistence of solidar-
ity (Goodwin and Pfaff 2001; Lawston 2009). In other
words, they put individual interests over the interests of the
collective. Anaxagoras echoed this observation, noting that
“parties are good but you should be wary of not making
them too frequent.” He alluded to the need to regulate the
frequency of events, similar to what Weijo et al. (2018)
identify in the context of “Restaurant Day.”

Rather than worrying about the right balance between
event frequency and participant fatigue, the staging of
events in our observations was done in such a way to ac-
tively moderate for their emotional intensity, so that it was
neither too high nor too low. This moderation ensured an
emotional balance that helped regenerate solidarity among
members as opposed to having emotional extremes that
can lead to breakaway groups and infighting. Shepard
(2012) also describes the limits of playful action in his
accounts of the inadequacies of carnivalesque activists
when they faced the horrors of terrorism and war, racial
discrimination, and worker exploitation. Thus, when move-
ments face such situations, fun and pleasure have to be lim-
ited by more traditional organizing practices.

Temporal Tactics. Emotions may be inward or outward
oriented and may affect temporal rhythms, by slowing
down or speeding up our perceptions of time (Woermann
and Rokka 2015). We observed that many of the consumer
activism projects tried to pace emotional flows and
rhythms by, for example, including practices of decelera-
tion (Husemann and Eckhardt 2019), such as avoiding the
heavy consumption of social media, simplifying consumer
choices, and working against the frenzy of contemporary
urban life. This was an attempt to introduce a different
temporality in the present to overcome the threat of emo-
tional fatigue and resulting member burnout. The present
time was interrupted by introducing another time to coun-
ter the fast-paced rhythms of the dominant capitalist order
perceived to be an emotional threat, as Ares explains:

All the neuroses we have all developed in the West. . .We

weren’t born with them but our families, and our capitalist

civilization create them. We are constantly trying to fill our

emotional gaps via consumption, whereas here we try to

counter that, we try to create cracks.

In line with Ares’s observations, our movements provided
multiple temporalities by creating cracks in the present to
experience emotions that were otherwise denied to people
and which encouraged ways of living that are more enjoy-
able than consumerism. One of the first things installed in
the children’s playground in the guerilla park, for instance,
was a giant snail made of comb, which, according to
Artemis, was used to symbolize “the imperative for

degrowth, the need for all of us to slow down and enjoy
our social and material surroundings at the pace of a snail!”
Accordingly, emotions were closely tied to a temporal
slowdown and the need to appreciate current materialities
rather than engage in acquisitive consumption. Such tem-
poral slowdowns were also attempts to reconfigure capital-
ist time and, in doing so, regenerate solidarity. As Sotiria
told us:

Our everyday reality is too tormented and frenetic and of-

tentimes so are our souls and the way we deal with things.

This is a matter of degree as well. Of course, we have people

here who are genuinely depressed, and people who partici-

pate far less than others, but Moth is a medium through

which you can partake in many things and smoothen out

your reality.

It is notable that Sotiria’s observations are focused on the
intra-membership context, as opposed to being more exter-
nally focused. She refers to the reciprocal emotions that
Goodwin et al. (2001) identify as producing affective ties
of friendship and solidarity among members of social
movements. They contrast with the externally directed
emotions of the crisis, such as collective angst, despair,
and fear. Soon after the beginning of the crisis, we began
to observe a widespread realization among our movement
participants that they had to persevere. Phrases emphasiz-
ing the imperatives to “keep going” and “carry on” per-
vaded our data during this time.

The aforementioned emotional rhythms were more in-
tensively deployed to resist pessimism about the future that
contributes to emotional fatigue. Highlighting this emo-
tional emphasis, Persephone told us that through Moth “we
give a metaphorical hug, a hug that through everyday prac-
tices helps counter various forms of fear, power, and social
isolation.” Hera added that “solidarity [among the mem-
bers] is absolutely necessary, nowadays in particular; oth-
erwise, everything would collapse.” In these articulatory
practices, feelings of care and togetherness (the metaphori-
cal hug) became the glue that regenerated solidarity by
keeping collectives such as Moth and the park going and
shielding them from the otherwise devastating emotional
effects of the crisis. In contrast, as noted earlier, Seed dis-
solved in July 2012 because of inadequate attention paid to
internal emotions and personal relations (2013 leaflet by
Panagoulis, founding member). Departing from Kozinets
and Handelman’s (2004) and Gopaldas’ (2014) consumer
activists, sentiments of care and solidarity in Moth and the
park were no longer only oriented toward important others
and/or abstract social causes. Instead, they had become in-
tegral to the micro-political and emotional work of the
movement, a precondition for its survival.

The Emplacement of Counter-Sites. We frequently
noted how the grounding of common emotional responses
helped combat any threat of emotional fatigue and burnout,
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first, by being exposed to the same counter-site and, sec-
ond, by the continual encounters and face-to-face interac-
tions entailed in sharing spaces across scales, i.e.,
solidarity festivals that transcended the immediate locale.
In relation to sharing counter-sites, Irene, referring to
Moth, told us:

What I like about this place is that everyone comes in and

feel comfortable. They sit by the table, and have a drink or

refreshment with us, without even knowing us!

Echoing Irene, Olympia observed the following about the
park:

It is extremely important that this place is our hangout and

this is where we meet with others and do things. OK, we

don’t all live nearby, but many of us do and meeting in this

place has given me extreme joy.

Irene and Olympia experienced Moth and the park as con-
vivial counter-sites in which solidarity is fostered by the
affectual relationships that Goodwin characterizes as piv-
otal to it (Goodwin 1997; Goodwin and Pfaff 2001; Illich
1971). The many face-to-face interactions, as well as
shared consumption practices, helped overcome the pessi-
mism of crisis, created joyful emotions, and thus played a
key role in solidarity regeneration. Indeed, such sharing
practices had little meaning outside Moth, as Hestia noted:

The fact that people make the effort to come here and wear

second-hand clothes without feeling embarrassed has to do

with the character of this space—a space that is joyful and

multicolored—so that you can then go to a caf�e with your

friends and say “Look! I got this at Moth!”

Extending Belk’s (2010, 717) observation that sharing
“creates feelings of solidarity and bonding,” we note the
central role of place (versus object) sharing in accentuating
feelings of empathy, care (Massey 1991) and, importantly,
joy that countered the threat of negative emotions previ-
ously discussed. We see an overlap between sharing in
Moth and the idea of mutuality suggested by Arnould and
Rose (2016). Despite their call to replace the egocentric
idea of sharing with mutuality, we found that sharing at
Moth, as a counter-site, was based on inclusivity, norma-
tive sociality, and conviviality. Thus, a counter-site of shar-
ing and joy that inverted the pessimism and emotional
fatigue prevalent in other spaces was a key mechanism of
solidarity regeneration. Furthermore, we recognized a dif-
ferent route to linking value from what Cova (1997)
describes. Unlike locating linking value in objects of con-
sumption as Cova does, or in brands as Mu~niz and
O’Guinn (2001) do, our participants also recover linking
value and solidarity from counter-sites in which they are
located.

Importantly, the linking value we found in Moth and the
Park successfully scaled up to Exarcheia (and broader fes-
tivals, e.g., Anti-Racism Festival, October 2012) to

consolidate a broader and deeper sense of equity, justice,

and empathy for the vulnerable. According to Niki, a

founding member of Moth: “whereas in other parts of

Athens, refugees were either absent or often unwelcome,

Exarcheia has always been a space of care for them.”

When the so-called European refugee crisis broke out in

2015 (Papataxiarchis 2016), places like the park and Moth

already represented infrastructures of care and bottom-up

welfare provision. As Adonis observed, “we were support-

ing refugees before it became fashionable!” Thus, they

were sites of “emotional socialization” (Aminzade and

McAdam 2001, 39), as they created emotional learning

processes within movements that helped people to tran-

scend boundaries of alterity and to cultivate feelings for

others.
In summary, solidarity in consumer movements was

threatened by ideological ossification and emotional fa-

tigue. Our findings show how the three mechanisms of per-

formative staging of collectivism, temporal tactics, and the

emplacement of counter-sites helped overcome these

threats and contributed to the regeneration of solidarity.

The three mechanisms helped regenerate solidarity by at-

tenuating the idealist anti-consumerist ideology and by

making it appropriate for the requirements of crisis-ridden

consumers. Moreover, solidarity was regenerated as the

three mechanisms helped ensure that the movements’ par-

ticipants overcame the emotional fatigue and burnout that

became widespread threats. Our attention to solidarity re-

generation in the face of threats has several important theo-

retical implications for the understanding of consumer

movements that we explain in the next section.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Consumer research has provided rich insights into how

consumers mobilize themselves to induce a range of insti-

tutional and market-based outcomes (e.g., Gollnhofer et al.

2019; Kozinets and Handelman 2004; Scaraboto and

Fischer 2013; Thompson and Coskuner-Balli 2007; Weijo

et al. 2018). In doing so, however, little attention has been

paid to solidarity regeneration in consumer movements in

the face of threats. In contrast, our research unpacks the

mechanisms that reconfigure and reproduce consumer soli-

darity, here understood as the ongoing commitment to col-
lective consumer action. We point to the threats of

ideological ossification and emotional fatigue, and find

that consumer solidarity is regenerated through: (1) perfor-

mative staging of collectivism; (2) temporal tactics; and

(3) the emplacement of counter-sites. We attend to how, in

the process of regeneration, these mechanisms allow soli-

darity to undergo changes and reproduce itself. We there-

fore corroborate an understanding of solidarity as a form of
regenerative action. Solidarity is not simply imposed on

consumer movements, as if they are only passive objects of
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its operation. It has to be reconfigured with regularity and
actively reproduced for it to exist and to combat the risk of
degeneration in the face of threats.

Regenerative Model of Solidarity

Although the importance of movement continuity is im-
plicit in many existing studies (e.g., Kozinets and
Handelman 2004; Varman and Belk 2009; Weijo et al.
2018), only scant theoretical attention has been given to
the mechanisms of solidarity regeneration. For example,
Weijo et al. (2018) have recently explained the role of cre-
ativity in a consumer movement and Gollnhofer et al.
(2019) examine how consumer movements create and inte-
grate alternative object pathways into value regimes.
While they explain how people are mobilized and why
people participate in these movements, they do not focus
on the dynamics of collective consumer action and the
mechanisms through which solidarity persists. In fact, even
broader NSM research is still based on a “deterministic”
account of solidarity or solidarity on the basis of preexist-
ing identities and power relations (Featherstone 2012, 20).
Although it assumes the reproduction of solidarity through
everyday action (e.g., Collins 2004b)—ultimately reifying
its ideological basis—it does not assume reconfiguration
and adaptability even when these are under serious threat.
Put differently, solidarity does not only degenerate or dissi-
pate because of irregular or inadequate enactment (e.g.,
Howard-Grenville et al. 2013) but also because of new and
threatening social conditions (e.g., Stjernø 2004), beliefs,
and relationships that require effective responses from con-
sumer movements.

In contrast with the aforementioned studies, we, there-
fore, examine the regeneration of consumer movement sol-
idarity as both reconfigured and reproduced by everyday
practices. As a result, we show how movement solidarity is
regenerated in consumer movements in Exarcheia, despite
facing serious threats. For example, in the initial days of
the movements, we found that movement solidarity was
primarily external (Benford and Snow 2000) and oriented
around bonds with outside actors (e.g., the Zapatistas).
However, crises and threats led to attenuation in this orien-
tation and a shift toward internal solidarity (Hunt and
Benford 2004) in order to keep participants in the various
movements together. Such a shift was particularly visible
in the emphasis on the performative staging of collectivism
in assemblies, in which participants would come together
to foster closer bonds. It was also evident in the emotional
work undertaken, including moderating emotional tensions
and pacing emotions with a view to attending to movement
members’ shifting emotional states and needs.

Similarly, our attention on movement solidarity regener-
ation helps shed light on how ideology undergoes changes.
Previous consumer research assumed a unified subject po-
sition of activists opposed to a specific adversary (see

Handelman and Fischer 2018 for a review). Such an inter-
pretation echoes Althusser (1971), who argues that ideol-
ogy interpellates individuals into specific and reified
subject locations. Instead, in Exarcheia we see the role of
praxis in dynamically shaping ideology, leading to the pro-
duction of multivocal and contested subject positions of
activists. This departs from previous studies of collective
identity that have assumed that for its persistence, adequate
resources need to be invested in consolidating already
existing anchors of collective identity (e.g., Howard-
Grenville et al. 2013). Indeed, we witnessed ideological
reconfigurations that helped solidarity to regenerate. Akin
to Komter’s (2005) notion of segmented solidarity, such
solidarity is less ideologically ossified, allowing for greater
movement inclusivity. However, these changes were not
automatic and required concrete shifts to enable the struc-
tures and everyday practices that we have highlighted, with
attention to different mechanisms. Therefore, we show that
ongoing consumer movements which attempt to be trans-
formative also have to transform internally in order to re-
generate solidarity and to reconfigure their ideological
goals in the face of threats.

Our examination of solidarity regeneration in consumer
movements under threat also adds to existing understand-
ing of consumer collectives is several important ways (e.g.,
Cova 1997; Kozinets 2002; Mu~niz and O’Guinn 2001;
Schouten and McAlexander 1995; Thomas et al. 2013).
First, scholars have pointed to the role of specific identities
that form consumer collectives (Mu~niz and O’Guinn 2001;
Schouten and McAlexander 1995), building on broader
understandings of collective identity continuity as subject
to a range of tangible and intangible resources that authen-
ticate or ossify it (Howard-Grenville et al. 2013). For ex-
ample, Mu~niz and O’Guinn (2001, 418) observe that
“members also frequently note a critical demarcation be-
tween users of their brand and users of other brands.” (see
also Schouten and McAlexander 1995; Fournier and Sarah
2009). Discussions of “heterogenous” communities also re-
flect this understanding of commonality. For instance,
Thomas et al. (2013) point to the role of frame alignments
in the persistence of communities. They specifically ob-
serve that language, structural, and role alignments are nec-
essary mechanisms to maintain the continuity of a
heterogenous community that is dependent on common
resources. Conversely, albeit within the context of brand
fandom, Parmentier and Fischer (2015) illustrate how
audience-driven processes such as reframing, remixing and
rejecting highlight incoherencies that have the capacity to
destabilize brand assemblages and lead to audience dissi-
pation. Without denying the significance of broad agree-
ments among community members (Thomas et al. 2013) or
fans (Parmentier and Fischer 2015) and the role of ade-
quate resources (Howard-Grenville et al. 2013), we see
something more in consumer movements under threat in
Exarcheia. These movements embraced heterogeneity
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because it was morally correct to include people who were
made vulnerable by crises (i.e., economic crisis, refugee
crisis) and who could have been previously classified as
adversaries (e.g., Kozinets and Handelman 2004). For ex-
ample, Moth altered its initial ideology of anti-capitalist re-
jection of consumerism to include consumption that was
necessary for refugees. In regenerative solidarity, we,
therefore, witness both reproducibility and reconfigurabil-
ity of collective identities.

Second, several consumer researchers have pointed to
the role of rituals in the creation of a participatory ethos. In
these earlier studies, cult objects (Cova and Cova 2002) or
brands (Mu~niz and O’Guinn 2001; Mu~niz and Schau 2005)
are located at the center of rituals. We found a complete in-
version of this logic in Exarcheia. Our findings show that,
faced with threats to their continuity, attempts were made
to undo the fetishization of objects and to create face-to-
face human interactions that could contribute to the crea-
tion of a social fabric. Our participants repeatedly argued
that a communal ethos could not be created by simply
(anti-)consuming some good with “linking value” (Cova
1997), but by coming together in shared places and assem-
blies that foster dialogues and common understandings.
Rather than reinforcing a view of the consumer collective
as the sum of individual interests and agendas, this form of
linking value enabled the cultivation of more inter-
dependent and communal as opposed to individualist log-
ics. That is, the collective itself was underpinned by a col-
lectivist rather than individualist ideology (Gilbert 2014).
Thus, we see a different route to linking value than what
Cova (1997) describes. Unlike locating linking value in
objects of consumption, as Cova (1997) does, or in brands
as Mu~niz and O’Guinn (2001) do, our participants recover
linking value and solidarity from contentious politics with
the creation of counter-sites, performative staging of col-
lectivism, and temporal tactics that draw upon a deeper
sense of equity, justice, and empathy for the vulnerable.

Finally, our model also extends the few NSM studies
that have more explicitly considered solidarity regenera-
tion. Be it a change in a movement’s collective identity
(Gongaware 2011), the experience of intense fear
(Goodwin and Pfaff 2001), feelings of illegitimacy
(Lawston 2009), or movement inactivity (Taylor 1989), the
underlying assumption is that specific processes or mecha-
nisms can help restabilize and, ultimately, consolidate a
component in an otherwise fixed model of solidarity. That
is, akin to previous consumer studies, they do not consider
solidarity and its components as being in a constant, poten-
tially regenerative state of flux. Building on Featherstone
(2012), we interpret solidarity not just as a binding force or
an outcome but also as a regenerative process that dynami-
cally shapes the contours of contentious politics, enabling
both reconfigurability and reproducibility.

Our regenerative model of solidarity better represents
contemporary consumer movements undergoing various

threats, first, because of ongoing socioeconomic and con-
textual changes (e.g., Kaika and Karaliotas 2016; Vaiou
and Kalandides 2016) and second, because of an increasing
emphasis on everyday relationships and actions, rather
than preconfigured ideologies and outcomes. Indeed, mul-
tiple layers of diversity and fluidity (V�eron 2016; Yates
2015) are key characteristics of many contemporary (con-
sumer) movements (e.g., from vegan to alternative con-
sumption communities; Portwood-Stacer 2012).
Accordingly, whereas prior research has understood threats
in relation to the success or failure of movements of height-
ened conflict or transformative events (Goldstone and Tilly
2001), we advance an understanding of threats as poten-
tially more stable and endemic to the everyday workings of
(anti)consumerist movements. That is, we do not see op-
portunities and threats as temporarily available factors that
point to action or inaction (e.g., subject to the presence of
allies, strength of state repression; Tarrow 2011), but as
relatively more stable factors that can lead to the progres-
sive dissipation of solidarity, unless it is successfully
regenerated.

The Temporal Dynamics of Solidarity
Regeneration

Past research on consumer activism has identified two
broad approaches to time. In the first approach, studies
have commonly assumed that consumers get together in
the present with the aim of achieving a range of institu-
tional and market-based outcomes in the future (e.g.,
Kozinets and Handelman 2004; Scaraboto and Fischer
2013). In the second approach, consumer activism draws
on heterogeneous time that is either a combination of past,
present, and future, or time is considered simultaneously
pedagogical and performative (e.g., Varman and Belk
2009). However, these two approaches to time remain lin-
ear and do not explain how different temporalities intersect
in a consumer movement under conditions of threat. By
contrast, temporality in our movements is non-linear and
past, present, and future do not unfold in an orderly fash-
ion. For instance, in Exarcheia most consumer movements
started with a futuristic-utopian orientation of challenging
capitalism and its consumerist ethos. However, the eco-
nomic crisis ruptured those utopian visions with concerns
for the vulnerable in “the time of the present,” echoing
broader institutional politics (Douzinas 2017). Some acti-
vists returned to some of the past models of solidarity
based on kinship and territoriality to create cohesiveness
and support groups (Durkheim 1933). Over the 6 years of
our work, we found that these shifts from the future to the
present and the past did not mean that either of the time-
lines had been abandoned. We found frequent debates
among activists about the temporal goals of these move-
ments and whether they should just be focusing on urgent
needs. This created multiple ruptured and contested
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temporalities that were often reinterpreted and keyed into
the present (Gongaware 2011) with a view of maintaining
continuity. Prior research has shown that consumers’ tem-
poral experiences are affected both by subcultural norms
(Brodowsky et al. 2008) and the time flows of specific con-
sumption practices (Woermann and Rokka 2015). We add
to these studies by illustrating how consumers actively ne-
gotiate a variety of temporal scales underpinning their col-
lective logics and practices that contribute to solidarity
regeneration in the face of threats.

Emplaced Consumer Activism

We also highlight the role of emplaced consumer activ-
ism in solidarity regeneration. As Kozinets (2002, 36)
observes: “we bring physical presence back into the equa-
tion when attempting to understand communal contexts.”
Studies on consumer movements have, to a certain extent,
addressed the emplacement practices of consumer move-
ments (e.g., Kozinets 2002; Kozinets and Handelman
2004; Thompson and Arsel 2004). For instance, Thompson
and Coskuner-Balli (2007) focus on how the more commu-
nal, human-scale experience of Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) provides an effective starting point for
the construction of countervailing markets that defy co-
optation. Similarly, Weinberger and Wallendorf (2012) ar-
gue for the elevated role of geographic proximity in forg-
ing the sense of rebirth in post-Katrina New Orleans.
Complementing these studies, we show that emplacement
in counter-sites is key, not only to the mobilization of con-
sumer activists but also to the successful continuity of their
movements faced with threats. For instance, in the absence
of any obvious consumer adversaries, the counter-site
emerged as the central pillar of movement identity con-
struction, reproducing a new “we” and “they” on the basis
of clearly defined territorial markers. However, such place-
based identity did not impede the development of more in-
clusive and collectivist models of solidarity (Gilbert 2014).
Indeed, echoing the work of Sewell (2001, 67), we wit-
nessed participants engaging in “scale jumping” to merge
global with local and vice versa. For example, we show
how solidarities with the Zapatistas movement and with
refugees from other countries remained important features
of the movements in Exarcheia. Such spatial scale jumping
helped our participants to broaden their ideology and
widen their sense of identity.

More than just an ideological marker, counter-sites be-
came the central foci for reimagining alternatives in a fast-
changing capitalist city. The intersection of consumer-
citizen activism with ideologies of space and place has
been addressed previously by Visconti et al. (2010). These
authors conceptualize space as a public good that can result
in collective forms of sharing (Belk 2010; Epp and Price
2008), and also as settings that witness dialectic confronta-
tions between creative artists and urban dwellers who hold

different ideologies. This resonates with a new wave of
NSM studies that emphasize how urban space constitutes
not only the setting but also the method of contemporary
contentious politics (e.g., Arampatzi 2017). A fundamental
aim of the Occupy and Extinction Rebellion movements,
for instance, has been to experiment with spatial practices
that were subsequently transfused or reterritorialized into
various other locales. We found that counter-site not only
provided opportunities for the scaling up of consumer
movements, but also became part of the consumer struggle
in itself, through the formation of the guerrilla park and
other places that defied market logics. In other words, es-
pecially following the economic crisis, counter-sites began
to be viewed as a good for collective (anti-)consumption in
itself, an invaluable resource for the persistence of solidar-
ity. Importantly, spatial scale jumping and emplacement
practices are also critical in the persistence of digital activ-
ism, from Me Too to upcycling (Castells 2007). Such
movements often attempt to exert agency and a sense of
ownership over digital domains by, for instance, trying to
understand the hidden architecture of online spaces and
collaborating with programmers (Hoelscher 2017). In addi-
tion, rather than “virtualizing themselves to death”
(Castells 2007, 250), most such movements maintain more
physical, place-based forms of collective action (Hoelscher
2017).

In conclusion, although this study is located in the con-
text of Exarcheia and the unsettling effects of the Greek
economic crisis, the question of solidarity regeneration is
applicable to different instances of consumer activism,
from temporary anti-market enclaves such as Burning Man
(Kozinets 2002), to mobilizations for more permanent al-
ternative markets in the case of fatshionistas (Scaraboto
and Fischer 2013). The three mechanisms of solidarity re-
generation reflect both specificities and applicability to
other sites in terms of how movements respond to threats.
For instance, the recent (and already successful) Extinction
Rebellion movement largely relies on a “regenerative
culture” that offers people physical and digital places in
which to gather (cf. emplacement practices), foregrounds
hope but also grief for what has been lost (cf. temporal tac-
tics), enactment of care and inclusive we-ness (cf. perfor-
mative staging of collectivism; Pigott 2019). Similarly, the
Me Too grassroots movement built its momentum using
the viral #MeToo hashtag to open up virtual safe spaces
(counter-sites) where women regularly share their experi-
ence of sexual harassment and violence. Such sites, span-
ning local and global revelations (emplacement practices/
scale jumping) act as a present catharsis for past abuse
(temporal tactics) where care and healing processes result
from the enactment of collective support (performative
staging of collectivism; see e.g., Mendez, Ringrose, and
Keller 2019). Other movement contexts may reveal alter-
native combinations of solidarity mechanisms. For exam-
ple, they may discover mechanisms that have not emerged
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in our context or, indeed, find that only two mechanisms—
rather than three as in the present study—are relevant in
particular contexts.

Furthermore, the significance of solidarity extends be-
yond the realm of consumer activism. There is indirect evi-
dence that it can be a key motivating force in instances of
familial (Karanika and Hogg 2016) and religious consump-
tion (McAlexander et al. 2014). Several other questions
emerge from our study, including how consumer move-
ments deal with the unevenness of solidarity and why some
develop stronger solidarity while others do not. In addition,
future research can examine how solidarity itself may be-
come the site of power struggle in a consumer movement.
Such studies are necessary for a more complete under-
standing of solidarity in consumer movements as they
spread across the globe, given the increasing levels of dis-
enchantment with mainstream marketplace actors, ecologi-
cal and health crises such as the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic, and predatory capitalism more broadly.

DATA COLLECTION INFORMATION

The ethnographic research (including the interviews,
observations and audio and visual recordings) took place in
Athens, Greece from Autumn of 2009 until Autumn 2016.
The fieldwork was conducted over 17 visits/phases by the
first author; the second author joined the first author during
one these visits. The first author regularly exchanged
memos, fieldnotes and interview transcripts with the other
two authors. Data were jointly analyzed by all three
authors on multiple occasions. The final article was written
by all three authors. Data are currently stored in Dropbox
and is available, upon the authors’ permission, at: https://
www.dropbox.com/sh/b39noj7j68kiit5/AADzkLKX6-
7W47nxsPokzfaDa?dl¼0
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